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Abstract  

In case not enough caution is exercised in the assessment of 

second or foreign language learners’ writing performance, one 

cannot trust the accuracy of decisions made accordingly. As 

experts or trained raters are often not available or it is not cost-

effective to employ them in most educational contexts, writing 

assessment is often carried out by language instructors, who may 

not enjoy an adequate competence in teaching and assessing L  

writing. This makes the investigation of the accuracy of ratings 

done by language teachers a must. In so doing,    language 

teachers in three groups, each with a different background in 

teaching English and L  writing, were selected, and their ratings 

of    IELTS samples were compared against those of expert raters 

using One-Way ANOVA tests. A statistically significant 

difference was found among the raters for the total writing score 

as well as the four components, with the L  writing teachers 

demonstrating the closest performance to that of the expert rater 

and with language teachers with no or very little background in 

teaching L  writing demonstrating the lowest accuracy. Moreover, 

the only significant correlations were found between the ratings 

done by the writing teachers and those of the expert rater, 

indicating that only they could interpret the scoring criteria not 

significantly different from the expert rater. The results 

demonstrate that language teachers are not generally suitable 

writing raters as they are affected by their own teaching 

background and understanding of the rating criteria. 
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 . Introduction 

Performance assessment in general and writing assessment, in particular, are 

necessarily intertwined with subjective judgments of the test takers’ performance, 

which can raise questions regarding the validity and reliability of such an 

assessment (Weigle,     ). Due to the multifaceted nature of the writing skill and 

the rubrics often employed for assessment, tackling this issue is of great 

significance.  

Rating students’ writing samples as the most prevalent method of evaluation in 

assessing writing has always been accompanied by the question of reliability, 

concerns for the construct-irrelevant factors, and test fairness. Both researching 

and evaluating students’ writing performance often involve ratings of their 

samples using either a holistic or analytic writing scale or rubric (Weigle,     ). 

However, no matter how well such raters have been trained, they are likely to be 

affected by a number of construct irrelevant variables. When it comes to novice 

raters or especially language teachers rather than raters, the situation gets even 

worse as teachers’ assessment literacy often lags behind their teaching 

competence (Crusan et al.,     ). 

In most educational settings, this is the language teachers rather than expert 

raters who are responsible for carrying out the required assessment in the case of 

productive skills. Teachers who have not even received any training on how to 

teach writing, for instance, have to assess their students’ writing samples during or 

at the end of the program. Language institutions often tend to do so as the use of 

expert raters is often not cost-effective. However, when language teachers who 

have not received any kind of training in teaching and assessing writing are 

employed for such an assessment, one should exercise a great deal of caution 

when basing her decisions on the obtained results. The situation is even worse 

when we learn that the majority of language teacher preparation programs ignore 

the need for incorporating a component of teaching and assessing writing (Hodges 

et al.,     ).  
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Language teachers are often expected to carry out the assessment at least for 

the program they teach themselves. Even in low-stakes tests, accuracy in the 

scores assigned to students’ writing samples is of great importance as inaccurate 

judgments of learners’ performance at the end of a program may question the 

consequential validity of the test because it can put the learners under pressure 

both mentally and financially. It implies the learners’ admission of failure, and it 

imposes more time, money, and endeavor on the part of the learners. However, 

not every learner is motivated enough to be able to deal with such a situation 

(Dornyei,     ) especially when she feels her failure was the result of inaccurate 

judgments. This is quite opposite of what learners expect their teachers to be 

(Estaji & Zhaleh,     ). There might be students who quit learning a foreign or 

second language (Dornyei & Ushioda,     ). 

Imagine a language institute in which three or more language teachers are 

teaching classes of the same level. At the end of the program, each teacher is 

responsible for the assessment of his or her own students. For reading and 

listening skills, there is no problem as similar questions with objective scoring can 

be employed, but for speaking and writing which are productive skills, the 

judgments are by nature quite subjective (Bachman & Palmer,     ). Even if the 

same scoring rubric is given to the teachers to rate students’ writing samples, for 

example, still there is no guarantee that they interpret the rubric similarly and 

come up with comparable ratings. This may question test fairness. 

Being a good teacher does not necessarily mean being a good rater. One may 

know how to teach a language, but she does not necessarily know how to assess it. 

Like all raters, teachers may be affected by their own characteristics which are often 

considered construct-irrelevant variables. In addition, achieving a high level of 

reliability, consistency, and accuracy may be very challenging as they are less likely 

to have received the required training. Studies indicate that the majority of teachers 

consider themselves inadequately prepared for the assessment of their students’ 

performance (Crusan et al.,     ; Mertler,     ). They feel ill-equipped in 
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performance assessment, which makes them feel uncomfortable and unprepared 

(Zhu,     ).  

In spite of the significance of writing instruction and assessment in education, 

very few teacher preparation programs incorporate a component of writing 

instruction and assessment (Hodges et al.,     ; Martin & Dismuke,     ). 

According to Myers et al. (    ), only     of preservice teachers take a course in 

writing instruction.  

Research shows that writing teachers often lack the required assessment 

literacy (Crusan et al.,     ). Hirvela and Belcher (    ) assert that the field of 

L  writing has ignored the need for preparation of L  writing teachers in 

assessment. Instead, it has centered all its attention on students’ learning of the L  

writing skill. Weigle (    ) too, acknowledges the need for training L  writing 

teachers in assessment.  

There have been a number of studies examining the accuracy of teachers’ 

assessments (e.g., Attali,     ; Ecks,     ; Engelhard & MyFord,     ; Jolle, 

    ; Wind & Engelhard,     ), with some specifically focusing on the effect of 

teachers’ background and experience on their judgments (e.g., Brown et al.,     ; 

Lim,     ; Wiseman,     ), but to the best of the author’s knowledge, none has 

compared general language teachers with L  writing teachers’ assessments against 

those of expert raters. Moreover, the inclusion of language teachers with different 

background in familiarity with L  writing conventions can be regarded as one of 

the merits which differentiate this study from others. In so doing, the present 

study investigated the accuracy of scores assigned by language teachers in 

general, with variability in their familiarity with L  writing conventions, and 

writing instructors in particular against those of trained raters. In so doing, the 

following research questions were stated: 

 . How accurate are language teachers in rating students’ writing performance?  

 . To what extent are teacher raters dealing with the same construct as expert 
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raters when assessing students’ writing samples? 

 

 . Review of the Literature 

Teaching has always been intertwined with evaluation. Teaching writing is no 

exception. Writing teachers have to do some form of evaluation. Even when they 

are providing their students with corrective feedback, they are in fact evaluating 

their students’ performance. When it comes to assessment, i.e. evaluation in the 

form of quantification (Bachman & Palmer,     ), the picture gets even more 

complicated. Assigning a score to a writing sample is of great significance as it 

involves subjective judgments and at the same time needs to truly represent the 

student’s writing ability. In other words, it must represent the construct it is 

supposed to measure. Moreover, it needs to be consistent, i.e., it does not change 

over time and the same or at least very similar score is awarded to the same 

sample if it is rated by more than one rater. 

It is very important that we make sure the scores we award students’ 

performance with are so reliable that they can back up the decisions we make 

accordingly. It is crucial that we make sure we are in fact assessing the construct 

we intend to; otherwise, the inferences we make accordingly could be 

questionable. In addition to the concerns about the construct validity of our 

assessment, consistency in such an assessment is imperative especially in the 

context of high-stakes tests (Bachman & Palmer,     ).  

As Attali (    , p.  ) indicates, “a primary goal is to ensure that raters think 

similarly enough about what characteristics of student responses determine their 

quality to achieve reasonable consistency of scores across ratings.” However, 

achieving such a goal is not an easy task. Raters’ performance has been found to 

reveal great variability due to the way raters interpret the scoring criteria (Attali, 

    ; Ecks,     ; Engelhard & MyFord,     ). 

Performance assessment scores are mediated through human …. As a result, 
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interpretation and use of rater-mediated descriptions of a student’s performance 

depends on the rater’s ability to interpret and apply the rating scale as intended. In 

order to trust ratings as useful descriptions of student performance, it is necessary to 

systematically examine the quality of ratings (Wind & Engelhard,     , p.    ). 

When it comes to the writing assessment, two crucial factors stand out; the 

scoring construct and the rater quality (Jolle,     ; Suto,     ). Regarding the 

former, the rating method, i.e., holistic vs. analytic (Barkaoui,     ) and the type 

of prompt given (Weigle,     ) have been observed to affect raters’ performance 

in the scoring process. In the case of the latter, rater background (Lim,     ; 

Wiseman,     ), rater style (Ecks,     ), training (Brown et al.,     ), scoring 

criteria (Clauser,     ), and the raters’ values and expectations (Baker,     ) are 

only some of the variables affecting the rater in the scoring process.  

Research shows that raters do not pay adequate attention to common 

frameworks or scoring rubrics; instead, they tend to rely on their own tacit 

knowledge while scoring (Jolle,     ). As Barkaoui (    , p.    ) states: “rater 

factors - such as personality, cultural, linguistic, and education background, and 

rating experience - influence rater decision-making behavior, interpretations and 

expectations concerning task requirements and scoring criteria, reaction to 

ESL/EFL essays, severity (inter-rater reliability) and self-consistency (intra-rater 

reliability).” 

The scores raters assign to students’ writing samples are under the influence of 

many factors including their background and experience in rating, teaching 

writing, and prior language learning experience (Barkaoui,     ; Weigle,     ). 

“The textual features of an essay, the wording of the rating scale, and all the 

impressions readers bring with them – as well as the potential interaction of these 

elements” – may have an impact on the raters’ perception of the writing sample 

they are reading and affect their scores consequently (Goodwin,     , p.  ). 

Among all the variables affecting raters, experience may be the most widely 
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explored factor as it is possible to be tackled through training (Weigle,     ). 

Raters’ familiarity with L  writing and the conventions of students’ L  writing 

has been found to increase raters’ sympathy toward such writings (Shaw & Weir, 

    ). In addition, raters’ academic discipline is another variable having an 

impact on raters’ scoring.  Research indicates that to disciplinary faculty, content 

is more important than language. English Composition teachers are more 

concerned with the notion of audience in comparison with other specialists, while 

grammar and cohesion are more important to ESL/EFL teachers than other 

specialists (Shaw & Weir,     ). 

The quality of the samples previously rated can also affect a rater’s judgment of 

the sample being reviewed. Raters have been reported to score an average quality 

writing sample lower if they had rated a high-quality sample right before it 

(Goodwin,     ). The two proceeding rated samples of highly different quality can 

cause a strong rater bias in the case of the sample being rated in comparison with 

the time when only one contrasting quality sample exists before it (Spear,     ).  

Wolfe et al. (    ), synthesizing various components of the rating process 

contributing to rater inaccuracy and inconsistency, propose four general categories 

of variables affecting raters while scoring. First, the design of the assessment may 

have a clear impact on the quality of the ratings. This is about the decisions made 

by the assessment designers and may include issues such as “the purpose of the 

assessment, the administration medium, and the focus of the scoring criteria” (p. 

 ). Second, the content of the response given by the test takers may affect the 

scores raters assign. By content, though, Wolfe et al. (    , p.  ) mean “the visual 

appearance of the response (e.g., handwriting quality, font choices, and page 

layout), textual features (e.g., length, word choice, mechanics), and content 

included in the response (e.g., author clues, ideas).” Third is rater characteristics 

including their “experience (e.g., educational, demographic, and professional), 

stable rater cognitive and affective traits (e.g., temperament, cognitive style), and 

temporary rater states (e.g., mood).” Finally, the fourth category is the rating 
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context which encompasses “the medium and process through which responses 

are distributed to raters, rater training procedures, rater monitoring and feedback 

practices, and temporal and physical features of the rating environment” (p. ). 

According to Wolfe and McVay (    ), there are two lines of research in the 

case of rater-mediated assessment, with one focusing on the impact rater 

characteristics such as experience, expertise, and training might have on the 

scoring process and the other one focusing on the statistical procedures to check 

and control the quality of ratings. These statistical procedures and indices are 

often classified in terms of three main categories: “( ) rater agreement, ( ) rater 

errors and systematic biases, and ( ) rater accuracy” (Wind & Engelhard,     , p. 

   ). 

Regarding the rater agreement, researchers check the extent to which raters 

assign matching scores to the same sample of performance. Such indices include 

categorical agreement and measures of association among raters. In the case of the 

second category, i.e. rater errors and systematic biases, one is concerned with the 

specific patterns in the rating process that may lead to the assignment of scores 

that are different from those representing a students’ performance. Finally, rater 

accuracy is described as the “match between operational ratings and those 

established as ‘true’ or ‘known’ ratings by individual or committees of expert 

raters” (Wind & Engelhard,     , p.    ). In other words, the extent to which the 

ratings of a rater match those of an expert rater determines the accuracy of his 

ratings. Therefore, rater accuracy is often defined as a comparison between the 

scores given by raters and those regarded as the standard, often assigned by 

trained and expert raters (Wang et al.,     ). As such, a high level of agreement 

with a low level of errors and biases, and together with a high level of accuracy 

are believed to reflect a high-quality rating (Wind & Engelhard,     ). 

According to Brown et al. (    ), in order to determine score accuracy and 

consistency in writing assessment, consensus estimates and consistency estimates 

are often employed. While consensus measures are used to determine the extent to 
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which raters assign the same scores, consistency measures represent the degree to 

which the pattern of high and low scores is similar between and among the raters.  

Consensus measures are often used when the markers are trained to rate based 

on a specific scale rubric. This approach includes indices of percent exact 

agreement, which is the percentage of the scores which are exactly identical 

between the raters, and percent adjacent agreement, i.e. the percentage of scores 

that fall within plus and minus one score category or band from each other 

(Brown et al.,     ). Obviously, the adjacent agreement measure yields higher 

indices than the exact agreement index, and with scales of few categories, usually 

up to four bands, achieving higher indices is much easier (Stemler,     ). 

Achieving an exact agreement score of     or higher is considered to indicate a 

reliable scoring (Brown et al.,     ). Achieving exact agreement even when the 

scale is quite short is very difficult. Therefore, adjacent agreement indices are 

considered to be more robust especially when the rubric is adequately long 

(Brown et al.,     ). A review of the studies in writing by Brown et al. (    ) 

indicated that an exact agreement rate of     to     and an adjacent agreement 

rate of     to      are often commonly reported in studies. Moreover, 

consistency coefficients of between .   to .   are often observed for standardized 

performance tests in writing when all the students respond to the same prompt. 

The existence of a noticeable pattern in the distribution of scores assigned by 

raters can be checked using Pearson coefficient for pairs of raters and Cronboch’s 

alpha for multiple raters as measures of consistency coefficients. A high 

coefficient indicates that the raters gave high and low scores in a similar pattern. 

On the other hand, it is possible that one obtains a high correlation between two 

raters while their means are quite different from each other as high for two raters 

does not necessarily mean the same scores. Similarly, when there is very little 

variance among the scores of the two raters, i.e., they assign very similar scores 

with high agreement indices, a very low coefficient may be obtained, which could 

result in drawing the false conclusion of having a low reliability (Brown et al., 
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    ). In addition, this measure can also indicate the extent to which two 

measures are dealing with the same construct. The coefficient of determination, 

i.e., the correlation coefficient squared, represents the common variance between 

two measures or the extent to which two measures are tapping the same construct. 

That is why in the present study, this measure has been employed to answer the 

second research question.  

The present study was an attempt to examine the extent to which language 

teachers’ assessment of learners’ writings matches that of the expert raters. It was 

an attempt to check the effect of experience or expertise in teaching second 

language writing on teacher raters’ rating accuracy.  

 

 . Methodology 

   . Participants 

Based on experience and expertise in second language writing, three groups of 

teachers were identified for the purpose of the present study. For each category, 

ten teachers with similar characteristics matching the criteria for each group, were 

selected using snowball sampling. They all had a minimum experience of    years 

in English language teaching. All three groups were university instructors who 

also taught general English courses. They were all PhD holders of TEFL with an 

age range of    to   . Twenty-one were male and   were female. Finally, three in 

each group were randomly selected to take part in the study. The reason why only 

three teachers in each group were selected for participation was that each group’s 

ratings had to constitute one set of scores to be included in data analysis for the 

purpose of the comparison with other groups, and the maximum number of raters 

in the evaluation of inter-rater reliability indices is often three. In case more 

ratings were obtained from teachers in each group, it was not possible to come up 

with one set of scores accordingly. In this study, for the ratings done by teachers 

in each group, the scores assigned by the teacher with the highest index of intra-
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rater reliability were selected for data analysis. In case the difference between his 

and those of the teacher with the next highest intra-rater reliability was more than 

one band score, the average between the two closest ratings was selected to be 

included in data analysis for that specific writing sample. 

The first group of teachers (hereafter called R ), besides teaching a range of 

academic courses at universities and writing journal articles, had a rich background 

in teaching writing but had received no official training in writing assessment. The 

second group of teachers (R ) mainly taught general English at universities but had 

a rich background in discourse analysis and writing journal articles. They had 

received no official training in teaching and assessing writing either. Finally, the 

third group of teachers (R ) was mainly language teachers with very little 

experience in dealing with academic writing. They were mainly involved in 

teaching general English at language institutes with periodical teaching of some 

general English courses at universities. What differentiated these groups were their 

experience and expertise in teaching writing (R ) and familiarity with L  academic 

writing conventions (R  & R ). Group three actually lacked the two criteria and 

were only experienced in teaching English as a foreign language.  

It is worth mentioning that all the teachers, as PhD holders in TEFL, had, for 

sure, had courses in language assessment during their MA and PhD programs, but 

those did not include any practical and specific components on assessing L  

writing. 

 

   . Materials 

In order to check the accuracy of ratings,    samples of IELTS writing task   

already rated by IELTS official raters were used to be assigned to the participants 

to rate. In addition, IELTS Writing Task   scoring rubric was employed to help 

participant raters to score the given samples. All the samples were of different 

prompts.  
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   . Data Collection Procedure 

The present study was an attempt to check the accuracy of ratings done by language 

teachers and the extent to which it is possible to trust the ratings done by untrained 

teacher raters. In order to do so, three groups of teachers were selected: one group 

consisted of university instructors with experience in teaching second language 

writing and academic writing but with no official training in assessing L  writing as 

self-reported by the participants and checked by the researcher to see if that fits 

their resume and field of work. The second group encompassed the university 

instructors with no formal experience in teaching academic L  writing, but quite 

experienced in writing academic papers and familiar with the conventions of 

academic writing. The third group included language teachers who had been mainly 

concerned with teaching English as a foreign language in language institutes and 

universities. For this group of teachers, L  writing had been restricted to the 

periodic exercises available in the usual textbooks available on the market. Ten 

teachers were identified in each group and from among them, three were randomly 

selected for participation in the study. They had not been trained in rating writing 

based on the IELTS scoring rubric, and their familiarity with the IELTS test was 

limited to the periodic teaching of the IELTS courses in the past.  

Thirty actual IELTS writing samples for task   in the writing section of the test 

were obtained. These samples were written in actual IELTS test sessions and were 

all rated by official IELTS raters. The scores available were those of the four 

components checked in the scoring rubric namely, Task Achievement, Coherence 

and Cohesion, Lexical Resource, and Grammatical Range and Accuracy. The total 

score was the mean of these four components. 

The participant raters were given the IELTS writing task   scoring rubric and 

the    samples to rate accordingly. No training was given as it was attempted to 

check if language teachers could be good raters by nature. They were asked to 

provide the researcher with one score for each of the four scoring components. 

The scores could range between   and  . No half score was possible. The half-
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band scores reported in the IELTS test are due to averaging the scores given for 

the four components in the rubric. The mean scores, which could be in the form of 

half-band scores, were later calculated by the researcher.  

The scores of the three groups of raters were compared with those of the expert 

raters to see if their assessments were significantly different. In addition, 

According to Brown et al. (    ), for determining score accuracy and consistency 

in writing assessment, consensus estimates and consistency estimates should be 

checked. Consensus measures are used to examine the extent to which raters 

assign the same or similar scores while consistency measures indicate the degree 

to which the pattern of high and low scores is similar between and among the 

raters. On the other hand, consensus estimates are often used when the raters are 

trained to rate based on a specific scale rubric. This approach includes indices of 

percent exact agreement, and percent adjacent agreement. Moreover, the existence 

of a pattern in the distribution of scores can be studied using the Pearson 

coefficient for pairs of raters as measures of consistency coefficients. Since the 

participants in the present study were not trained in assessing writing, only the 

consistency measures, as well as their general performance, were examined. 

 

   . Data Analysis 

In order to compare the performance of the four groups of raters and answering 

the first research question, a one-way ANOVA was used for each of the four 

components in the scoring rubric as well as the total score for the writing task. In 

addition, to check the consistency measures and answer the second research 

question, the Pearson-Product Moment coefficient was employed.  
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 . Results 

The results of the One-Way ANOVAs run among the four groups of ratings 

showed a significant difference for the overall scores as well as the four 

components. However, the post hoc analysis showed that the picture was not quite 

similar in each case.  

In the case of the overall scores obtained from the four ratings, a significant 

difference was found among the raters, f ( ,    ) =  .  , p = .  . The multiple 

comparisons using the Tukey test showed that the only significant differences 

were between Rater   and   (p = .  ), and Rater   and   (p = .  ). Table   

presents the descriptive statistics for this measure. As evident in Table  , the mean 

for the performance of Rater  is the closest mean to that of the Expert rater while 

the means for Rater   and   are the closest to each other. 

Interestingly enough, the analysis of means for homogenous subsets, provided 

as part of the Tukey result output, categorized the Expert Rater and Rater   in one 

subset, while Rater   and   were put in another subset together with the Expert 

Rater, indicating that the performance of Rater   was quite different from that of 

the other two participant raters. 

 

Table   
Descriptive Statistics for Raters’ Overall Score 
 

  N Min. Max. Mean SD Std. Error 

Expert Rater          .   .    .    

Rater            .   .    .    

Rater            .   .    .    

Rater            .   .    .    

Total           .   .    .    
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Regarding the IELTS writing rubric components, a significant difference was 

observed among the raters in the case of the Task Achievement component, f ( , 

   ) =  .  , p = .  . Regarding the means, Table   indicates that Rater   has the 

closest performance to that of the expert rater. 

 

Table   
Descriptive Statistics for Raters’ Scores on Task Achievement Component 
 

 N Min. Max. Mean SD Std. Error 

Expert Rater         .    .    .    

Rater           .    .    .    

Rater           .    .    .    

Rater           .   .    .    

Total          .    .    .    

 

As the results of the post hoc analysis showed, the first rater’s performance on 

this task was very similar to that of the expert rater (p = .  ) while the other two 

were quite different with a trend being observed between the expert rater and 

Rater   (p = .  ) and a significant difference between the expert rater and Rater   

(p = .  ). In the case of the teacher raters, a significant difference was observed 

between Rater   and   (p = .  ). Rater   and  ’s performance was found to be 

very similar (p = .  ). 

In the output specifying homogeneous group subsets, Rater   and   were put in 

one group, Rater   and   in another group, and Rater   and the Expert Rater in a 

different group, indicating that Rater   could significantly outperform other 

teacher raters and perform more similarly to the expert rater. 

In the case of the second component, i.e. Coherence and Cohesion, a significant 

difference was observed among the raters, f ( ,    ) =  .  , p = .  . As Table   

indicates, the performances of Rater   and   were more similar to that of the expert 
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rater in comparison with that of Rater  . The results of the Tukey HSD test, however, 

showed that none of the teacher raters significantly differed from the expert rater, and 

the only significant difference lay between Rater   and Rater   (p = .  ). 

 

Table    
Descriptive Statistics for Raters’ Scores on Coherence and Cohesion Component 
 

 N Min. Max. Mean SD Std. Error 

Expert Rater         .    .    .    

Rater           .   .    .    

Rater           .   .    .    

Rater           .   .    .    

Total          .   .    .    

 

However, the picture was completely different in the case of the Lexical 

Resource component. The results of the One-Way ANOVA run among the raters’ 

given scores indicated a significant difference, f ( ,    ) =  .  , p < .   , with the 

difference between Rater   and the Expert Rater being almost none (p = .  ) and 

the difference between the Expert Rater and Rater   (p = .  ) and Rater   (p = 

.  ) being significant. Also, the differences between Rater   and   (p = .  ) and 

Rater   and   (p = .  ) were found statistically significant. However, virtually no 

difference was found between Rater   and   (p =  .  ). 

 

Table   
Descriptive Statistics for Raters’ Scores on Lexical Resource Component 
 

 N Min. Max. Mean SD Std. Error 

Expert Rater         .   .    .    

Rater           .   .    .    

Rater           .   .    .    
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 N Min. Max. Mean SD Std. Error 

Rater           .   .    .    

Total          .   .    .    

 

Finally, regarding the Grammatical Range and Accuracy component, a 

significant difference was observed when running a One-Way ANOVA test, f ( , 

   ) =  .  , p = .  . However, the post hoc tests showed no significant difference 

among the raters, with only a trend being observed between the Expert Rater and 

Rater   (p = .  ). While the difference between the raters was not significant 

based on the Tukey test, the observed p could indicate that they were not very 

much similar. The observed p for the difference between the Expert Rater and 

Rater   was .  , while it was .   between the Expert Rater and Rater  . The p 

value for the difference between Rater   and   was .  , between Rater   and   

was .  , and between Rater   and   was .  , indicating that Rater   and   had a 

very similar performance while that of Rater   was less similar. Table   presents 

the related descriptive statistics. This could be due to the conservativeness of the 

Tukey test in comparison with other tests of similar function.  

 

Table   
Descriptive Statistics for Raters’ Scores on Grammatical Range and Accuracy 

Component 
 

 

 N Min. Max. Mean SD Std. Error 

Expert Rater         .   .    .    

Rater           .    .    .    

Rater           .   .    .    

Rater           .   .    .    

Total          .   .    .    
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While measures that check the existence of differences in performance may 

serve well in many cases, they may not be able to present a vivid picture of the 

situation we are dealing with as they work with means rather than individual 

scores. Another set of measures often employed to indicate if raters are actually 

measuring the same construct is association measures. In order to answer the 

second research question and to check the correlation between the ratings of the 

raters, the Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficient was employed as the 

scorings were in rank order scale. Table   presents the strength of association 

between the scores given by the expert rater and those of the teacher raters. The 

ones found statistically significant are marked by an asterisk. 

 

Table   
Strength of Association Between the Expert Rater and the Teacher Raters 
 

 

 Rater   Rater   Rater   

Overall Score .   * .    .    

Task Response .   * .    .    

Coherence & Cohesion .    -.    .    

Lexical Resource .   * .    .    

Grammatical Range & Accuracy .   * .    .    

* Correlation is significant at the  .   level ( -tailed). 

 

As evident in the above table, the only rater who could have a similar 

performance to that of the expert rater was rater  . However, that seemed not to be 

true in the case of the Coherence and Cohesion component. In addition, even for 

Rater  , the coefficients found were not large enough. In fact, to have a more 

vivid picture regarding the extent to which the raters were dealing with the same 
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construct, one need to square the correlation coefficients to come up with the 

common variance between the two measures. In that case, in the best case 

scenario, there was only about     shared variance between the performance of 

the Expert rater and Rater  , which indicates that though writing teachers enjoy a 

better position in comparison with other language teachers in assessing second or 

foreign language writings, they still may not be the right choice for such an 

assessment if they do not receive any training. However, due to their better 

performance in assessment in comparison with other groups of teachers, they 

could be good candidates for training in writing assessment. 

 

 . Discussion 

A statistically significant difference was observed among the ratings done by the 

Expert Rater and the three teacher rater groups in the total scores. While all raters’ 

total scores were not significantly different from those of the expert rater in this 

regard, the performance of the writing teachers (Rater  ) was found significantly 

different from those of the Rater   and  . However, what is of more significance 

is the evaluation of the four components as the total score is the mean score for 

those components. The analyses done showed that there was great variability in 

teachers’ performance in assessment in the case of different components. The fact 

that a significant difference was observed between the ratings of Rater   and those 

of the other two teacher groups can imply that experience and expertise in 

teaching L  writing can cause variations in teachers’ assessment. This affirms 

Barkaoui (    ) and Weigle’s (    ) observations in this regard.  

In the case of the components in general, and Task Achievement in specific, 

the differences among the performance of teacher raters manifested themselves in 

a more vivid manner. While Rater   performed similarly to the Expert Rater, the 

other two rater groups showed a significant difference. Interestingly enough, as 

evident in the tables presenting the descriptive statistics for each component, 
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while the maximum score in the scores assigned by the Expert Rater and Rater   

was  , it was only   in the scorings done by Rater   and  , indicating less 

experienced teacher raters’ expectations of always finding some flaws in the text 

written by students and that there could be no perfection in at least a simple 

component of the test. This could also be due to the hegemony of IELTS test and 

teachers’ assumption that scoring   in such a test or at least some of its 

components is often out of reach, more specifically when they encounter some 

errors in the candidates’ writings as they often expect perfection for a full score in 

any test. This is in line with Baker’s (    ) findings that the raters’ expectations 

and values can affect their assessment in the scoring process. This could also 

justify why Raters   and   were more conservative in assigning scores while Rater 

  was not. That could be why Rater   was categorized with the Expert Rater in 

one group while the other two teacher raters were put in a different category based 

on the means for groups in homogenous subsets. 

In the case of the Coherence and Cohesion component, the performance of all 

raters was similar to that of the Expert Rater though that of Rater  was closer. 

This, however, contradicts the results of the consistency measures as none of the 

correlations between the scores given by teacher raters and those of the Expert 

Rater was found significant, which indicates that though the general performance 

examined in terms of the mean scores was not very much different, the teacher 

raters were actually dealing with a different construct in comparison with the 

Expert Rater. This could have different reasons but one could be the difficulty in 

the interpretation of the IELTS scoring rubric for this component. First of all, 

other elements such as grammatical accuracy are more straightforward concepts 

that allow a simpler conversion to more practical and tangible indications in the 

texts written by students. However, cohesion and coherence do not lend 

themselves well to such a conversion and their interpretation could vary from 

teacher to teacher. More importantly, when examining the scoring rubric on this 

component, one can observe that these concepts are not defined in the rubric but 
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they are often simply named especially for the higher band scores. The use of 

phrases and sentences such as “uses cohesion in such a way that it attracts no 

attention” (Band Score  ) and “manages all aspects of cohesion well” (Band Score 

 ) can indicate the subjectivity of the rater’s interpretation of this component. This 

is in line with other studies (e.g., Attali,     ; Ecks,     ; Englehard & MyFord, 

    ) reporting great variability in raters’ performance as the result of differences 

in the way they interpret the scoring criteria. It also confirms Goodwin’s (    ) 

assertion that even the wording of the rating scale can affect the raters’ perception 

of a writing sample and impact the scores they assign as a result. 

Regarding the Lexical Resource component, while Rater  ’s performance was 

almost exactly the same as that of the Expert Rater, the other two groups of 

teacher raters performed almost exactly the same as each other but significantly 

different from those of the Expert Rater and Rater  . This might be again due to 

the raters’ different interpretations of the rubric or even differences in the raters’ 

own range of vocabulary, which could further affect their interpretation of the 

rubric especially when it reads “uses a wide range of vocabulary with very natural 

and sophisticated control of lexical features” (Band Score  ), “uses a wide range 

of vocabulary fluently and flexibly to convey precise meanings” (Band Score  ), 

“skillfully uses uncommon lexical items” (Band Score  ), “uses a sufficient range 

of vocabulary to allow some flexibility and precision” (Band Score  ), or “uses 

less common lexical items with some awareness of style and collocation” (Band 

Score  ). As Wind and Engelhard (    ) assert, the interpretation of the scoring 

criteria by raters to a great extent depends on the rater’s ability to interpret and 

apply the intended scale. “Performance assessment scores are mediated through 

human raters who exist within complex ecological contexts” (p.    ). 

Finally, in the case of the Grammatical Range and Accuracy, while the 

performances of Rater   and Expert Rater were very similar in comparison with 

that of the other teacher raters, no significant difference was observed between the 

Expert Rater and the teacher raters. That could be attributed to the 
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straightforwardness of this component and the ease of interpretation of the scoring 

rubric in this case. It seems safe to assume that teachers will know what an error-

free piece of writing is and can distinguish between simple and complex sentence 

structures used by the student writers. This confirms Clauser’s (    ) observation 

that the scoring criteria itself is one important factor affecting raters’ performance. 

In addition, the closeness in performance between Rater   and the Expert Rater 

but not those of other teacher raters was confirmed by the examination of the 

measures of consistency. The only significant correlations were found between 

those of the Expert Rater and Rater   but not the other two teacher raters, though 

the observed correlations were not large enough. Since only Rater   had a rich 

background in teaching academic writing, this could confirm Shaw and Weir 

(    ) and Weigle’s (    ) observation that not only experience makes a 

difference in raters’ performance, but their familiarity with L  writing 

conventions can significantly affect their ratings. This also affirms Wolfe et al.’s 

(    ) categorization of factors affecting raters as the results of the present study 

fall into their third category, i.e. rater characteristics including their educational, 

demographical and professional experience. 

The differences in performance among the teacher raters indicate that their 

expertise and background in teaching L  writing, and their familiarity with the 

principles of academic writing, as a result, can significantly affect their writing 

assessment performance. In other words, the more familiar teachers are with L  

writing conventions, the more logical it is to expect them to have a less subjective 

assessment. This is in line with the results of Lim (    ) and Wiseman (    ) 

indicating that teacher experience and their teaching background do affect the 

scores they assign to student writing samples. In addition, the similarity in 

performance between Rater   and  , who did not enjoy a profound background in 

teaching writing, indicates that a rich background in teaching academic writing 

may be able to assist teachers to enjoy a better assessment skill though even such 

an advantage cannot guarantee a very accurate scoring on the part of the teachers.  
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Moreover, the differences between the performance of teacher raters and that 

of the expert rater can imply that all teachers including L  writing instructors need 

training in the assessment if obtaining an accurate set of scores is the objective. 

That is why Brown et al. (    ) emphasize on the importance and the effect of 

training on raters’ performance. In addition, it seems that such training may be 

more successful if received by teachers already enjoying a rich background in L  

writing. 

Finally, the fact that very low correlations were obtained between ratings done 

by the expert rater and those of the teacher raters indicates that the way teachers 

interpret the same scoring rubric is not necessarily similar. Each might actually be 

dealing with a different construct as they judge students’ performance under the 

influence of their own experience and understanding of what a good piece of 

writing should look like (Jolle,     ). That is why Attali (    ) emphasizes on 

the importance of ensuring that raters think similarly enough about what student 

writing characteristics should be taken into account in assessment so that a high 

level of consistency and accuracy is obtained. 

 

 . Conclusion 

The sensitivity of assessment in most educational settings entails that appropriate 

measures be taken in order to ensure the accuracy of the ratings done. Language 

instruction is of no exception. Today, internationally accredited language tests 

such as IELTS and TOEFL have an important role to play in our professional 

development no matter what educational background we come from. In addition, 

language instruction at language institutions or in a more academic setting has 

always been accompanied by some type of assessment as it is often the summative 

assessments at the end of a program that determines if one has successfully 

completed that program.  

In case not enough caution is exercised in the implementation of such 
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assessments, one cannot trust the accuracy of the decisions made on the basis of 

such ratings. This is of greater importance when it comes to high-stakes tests. 

Assessing writing is of equal, if not more, importance as performance assessment 

has always been associated with subjective judgments on the part of the raters 

(Bachman & Palmer,     ). Therefore, what is evident is the need to ensure that 

the assessment of students’ performance is as accurate as possible. However, 

often expert raters are not available or it is not practical or cost-effective to make 

use of expert raters in most educational contexts. As a result, performance 

assessments are often carried out by language instructors, who were found not to 

be suitable for such an assignment if not trained.  

The results of the present study indicate that language teachers are not suitable 

writing raters as they are affected by their own experience in teaching and their 

understanding of the rating criteria. General language teachers, even those to some 

extent familiar with L  academic writing conventions, often lack the necessary 

competence in teaching and assessing writing (Crusan et al.,     ). These 

teachers may act like novice teachers in decision-making in the field of 

assessment (Khatib & Saeedian,     ). The only group of teachers who could, to 

a large extent, reach a level of performance in assessment to that of the expert 

raters, though not in all cases, was L  writing teachers. General language teachers 

with limited experience in teaching L  writing and even those familiar with L  

academic writing conventions, but not teaching L  writing professionally, were 

unable to demonstrate an acceptable level of performance in comparison with not 

only expert raters but also writing teachers. This designates the important role of 

teaching L  writing as an intervening variable in assessing this skill. Even being 

able to write well in English or being familiar with its conventions through 

discourse analysis, as in the case of the third group of teacher raters, cannot 

guarantee accuracy in writing assessment. 

The present study implies that the teacher training programs need to 

incorporate not only courses on how to teach writing but also components on how 
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to assess it. Teachers need instruction on how to avoid variables negatively 

affecting their judgments of students’ performance as well as on how to interpret a 

scoring rubric similarly. Policymakers and institutional authorities need to invest 

in their teachers’ assessment literacy if they wish their decisions to be based on 

accurate assessments.  

Moreover, these findings indicate that for any test whose results may make a 

difference for individuals, i.e., where consequential validity matters, we need to 

make use of either expert raters or at least trained teachers with a long experience 

in teaching and assessing L  writing. The use of teachers, especially when two or 

more teachers are responsible for the assessment of students who are supposed to 

be judged based on the same criteria, can jeopardize the accuracy of the ratings 

and question the quality of decisions made on their basis.  

Still another implication this study may have is for those in rater training. 

While all individuals may have the potential for becoming a good writing rater 

with training, those already involved and experienced in teaching academic 

writing are better candidates and should be of priority. 

The present study, as all studies do, faces a number of limitations. The variable 

under investigation in the present study was teachers’ experience and expertise in 

teaching writing, while raters may be affected by a large number of factors whose 

investigation was beyond the scope of the present study. In addition, the scoring 

rubric used in the present study was that of the IELTS writing component which is 

a nine-band descriptor. When the number of bands increases, it would be much 

more difficult to come up with very accurate scorings especially if the raters have 

not been trained for the use of that rubric. The use of other rubrics with fewer 

bands may result in different findings, which can be investigated in future studies. 

Moreover, for the second research question, due to the scope of the study, only a 

quantitative analysis was done. A more thorough and qualitative analysis of the 

reasons behind teachers’ variability in the interpretation of the rubric needs to be 

carried out to shed further light on the topic. 
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